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The Last Victim
Bring your love of true crime into the kitchen with meals ranging from the bizarre (a single unpitted
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pound of strawberries), inspired by Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy, and other notorious death row
inmates. The perfect gift for murderinos and true crime fans, The Serial Killer Cookbook: Last Meals
pairs serial killer trivia with the recipes of the meals these killers ate during their final hours. With fullcolor photos, chilling true crime facts, and easy-to-follow steps, you’ll be cooking up killer meals in no
time. This collection of recipes is both delicious and surprising, and spans breakfast staples to indulgent
desserts, including: Seared Steak, Hash Browns, Toast, and Fried Eggs (given to but not eaten by Ted
Bundy, serial killer) Chicken Parmesan and Alfredo Pasta (eaten by Ruth Snyder, murderer) Justice,
Equality, and World Peace (eaten by Odell Barnes, murderer) Mac and Cheese (eaten by Gustavo Julian
Garcia, murderer) And much more!

Nailbiter: the Deluxe Murder Edition
The unique map of the bloodiest crimes has been created at lastYou'll nowhere learn more about the
USA bloodiest criminalsThese monsters were holding their hair-rising records while living among
ordinary people.They enjoyed their crimes, set "peculiar records" in numbers of tortured and killed
victims. They might be fancying themselves the artists drawing people's lives, and the entire thing turned
to a kind of skilled game that painted their lives the colors of their ownAnd this is your unique
opportunity to paint them the colors you'll choose!The USA is a record holder in the number of serial
killers. This sad fact is set out in this book - 50 serial killers, hundreds of ruined lives and disgusting
glory for them allThe book offers you 50 most productive and famous serial killers in every state of the
USA with the number of their victims Highly-resolved images which allow you to discover the details of
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have a look at the unique portraits of the torturers The symbols on every page
will tell you about the serial killer's fate, you'll learn the end of his story The images placed on one side
of the page only will prevent you from worrying about a possible accidental painting of the next serial
killer Extremely detailed images will tell you a lot about each of them It's a great opportunity to make a
unique and one of a kind present for your friends, family and dear people enjoying the True Crime
genre. Well, what are you waiting for? Discover the unexpected details of the serial killers' history,
reduce stress and anxiety, and learn a lot of new things just now!

The Bloody Battle of Suribachi
Each day we saw the outside world in all its splendour, and each day that view served as a reminder that
we had wasted and ruined our lives. Jim Quillen, AZ586 - a runaway, problem child and petty thief was jailed several times before his twentieth birthday. In August 1942, after escaping from San Quentin,
he was arrested on the run and sentenced to forty-five years in prison, and later transferred to Alcatraz.
This is the true story of life inside America's most notorious prison - from terrifying times in solitary
confinement to daily encounters with 'the Birdman', and what really happened during the desperate and
deadly 1946 escape attempt.

The Serial Killer Coloring Book
FOR THOSE WITH TYPO-PHOBIA.THE SPELLING HAS BEEN CORRECTED.: ) The healthy and
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you to spend intimate time coloring. Single-sided images that are perfect for framing. Fill an entire wall
with these disturbing legends. Moderate to complex in detail. CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. NOT
SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN.

Serial Killer Quiz Book
Panzram at Leavenworth
"Lily?" My stomach dropped as a tall, dark-haired man stepped into view. Had he been hiding between
the trees? "No. Sorry." Gulping, I took a step back. "I'm not Lily." He shook his head, a satisfied grin on
his face. "No. You are Lily." "I'm Summer. You have the wrong person." You utter freak! I could hear
my pulse crashing in my ears. How stupid to give him my real name. He continued to stare at me,
smiling. It made me feel sick. "You are Lily," he repeated. Before I could blink, he threw his arms
forward and grabbed me. I tried to shout, but he clasped his hand over my mouth, muffling my screams.
My heart raced. I'm going to die. For months Summer is trapped in a cellar with the man who took
her—and three other girls: Rose, Poppy, and Violet. His perfect, pure flowers. His family. But flowers
can't survive long cut off from the sun, and time is running out

Uncanny
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Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
It's hotter if we don't use a safe word. Horror stories make your heart pound. Erotica stories make your
blood race. Now put them together and what do you get? 50 SHADES OF PURPLE is a collection of 57
short stories that cross the line to create the most suspenseful, exciting situations imaginable. Innocent
beginnings have salacious twists, and the supernatural monsters are just as likely to seduce you as they
are to rip you limb from limb. The constant surprises will keep you on the edge of your seat, devouring
your attention as you satisfy your need to unravel each unique mystery. Praise for 50 Shades of Purple
"The most incredible horror anthology I've ever read. This is a truly mesmerizing work. The author
promises in the foreword that the shifts in tone will be jarring but never dull, and delivers on that
immediately with stunning effectiveness." ★★★★★ Review "The author has a fantastic way with words.
Each story is funny, scary, sick, twisted, hopeful, horrific or all of above, all at once. If you love horror,
this is one I highly recommend." ★★★★★ Review "I loved this book! Not only were the stories well written,
it was like a mystery grab bag, where one never knows what will be pulled out next!" ★★★★★ Review
Special edition with full page illustrations. The explicit sex and violence in these stories won't hide
anything from you, especially when accompanied by original illustrations. This combines with the
immersive, realistic writing style to bring even the most incredible situations into vivid detail. About
Haunted House Publishing We're passionate about publishing horror stories for adults, scary books for
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supernatural stories, supernatural book collections, and paranormal books for adults. We've got zombie
books, demonic horror, ghosts and specters, angels and demons, gothic novels, and haunted houses and
ghosts novels. We promise some of the top horror books 2018.

Death Troopers
The twisted, but fascinating, mind of a serial killer is revealed with terrifying consequences in this
astonishing and shocking exploration. with 20 b&w photos.

The Last Book on the Left
"Michael Ross was a serial killer who raped and murdered eight young women between 1981 and 1984.
In 2005, the state of Connecticut put him to death by lethal injection. His crimes were horrific, and he
paid the ultimate price for them. Journalist Martha Elliott was first drawn to the case when the
Connecticut Supreme Court overturned Ross's six death sentences. Rather than fight for his life, Ross
requested that his own execution in order to spare his victims' families from the ordeal of a new trial.
Intrigued, Elliott sought an interview. The two began a weekly conversation--and developed an odd sort
of friendship--that lasted over a decade, until Ross's last moments of life. Having embraced faith and
undergone extensive medical treatment in prison, the Michael Ross whom Elliott knew seemed to be a
different man from the monster who was capable of such heinous crimes. This Michael Ross made it his
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Martha Elliott gives us a groundbreaking look into the life and motivation of a serial killer, revealing the
all-too-human face of unspeakable evil."--Page 4 of cover

Jimmy The Weed
The classic first-hand WWII narrative that chronicles the Marines' savage five-day struggle to wrest
Mount Suribachi from its tenacious Japanese defenders during their 35 day battle for Iwo Jima in 1945.
Revised with a new introduction by the author and recently discovered photos, this book served as
invaluable source material both for James Bradley's bestseller Flags of Our Fathers as well as Clint
Eastwood's acclaimed film of the same name. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are
proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the
Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the
American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

BLOODY ALPHABET the Scariest Serial Killers Before Being Serial Killer ?what They
Were Doing Adult Coloring Book Part (1)
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very unique coloring book has arrived.You have never seen Jeffrey Dahmer,

Robert Berdella or Ted Bundy like this.Who said coloring books were exclusively for children?There
are monsters hiding in the darkness, and yet for some reason, our curiosity and fascination can't help but
attract us to them - our minds wishing to discover their philosophies and our interest growing as we learn
more of them.For many of these murderers, death became more than just a crime: it became an art. An
art which they practiced and enjoyed, like the painting of a portrait, or the coloring of a book just like
this one.In The Serial Killer Coloring Book we shall provide you with:- 38 of the most famous serial
killers brought to you in a way you've never seen them before.- High-resolution images which will allow
you to fill in the smallest details and achieve the most realistic results.- Single-sided pages, with each
image given its own page to save you from worrying about the colors bleeding through and damaging
your next serial killer's image.- Very accurate symbolism to each killer, providing context to their
atrocious crimes and creepy stories.- The possibility of a fantastic gift for your friends, family and loved
ones who love the True Crime genre.So, what are you waiting for? Discover this entirely fresh take on
coloring books and tackle anxiety and stress in an incredible new way with The Serial Killer Coloring
Book.

A-Z of Horror
A horror tale set in the Star Wars universe follows the harrowing experiences of the crew of an Imperial
prison barge that scavenges an abandoned Star Destroyer when their own ship breaks down, a mission
after which surviving team members bring back a lethal infection. Reprint. A best-selling book.
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Sixteen of the world's most notorious serialkillers were all born and raised in Buckaroo, Oregon. What is
happening in thissmall town that has created so many serial killers? The worst and most infamousbeing
Edward Charles Warren theNailbiter! Joshua Williamson and MikeHenderson deliver a mystery that
mixes Twin Peaks with the horror ofSe7en! The critically acclaimed hit thrillercontinues with more
shocking horror! Is there a new serial killer fromBuckaroo?! Are unlocking the town's deep secrets
worth selling yoursoul? Fans of Wytches, Outcast and TheWalking Dead will enjoy this bloodydrama!
This deluxe oversized hardcovercollects the issues #11-#20 issues of Nailbiter and features bonus
materialnever before collected including sketches, a process section, the originalpitch, and script pages.

The Killing Lessons
On February 1, 1929, Carl Panzram, the self-described "meanest man who ever lived", stepped through
the gates at the Leavenworth Penitentiary in Kansas. Upon entering the penitentiary, Panzram mentioned
to the Warden that he would kill the first person who bothered him. Keeping his word, Panzram
murdered the civilian laundry foreman who was taunting Panzram about his past crimes. A life of torture
and suffering led Panzram to hate the entire human race and himself. His only friend was Washington
D.C. corrections officer Henry Lesser, who Panzram continued corresponding with while incarcerated at
USP Leavenworth. Eventually, Panzram is placed in segregation across from another famous criminal,
Robert Stroud, The Birdman of Alcatraz, who observes Panzram and writes about him. Panzram does
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to die. Panzram at Leavenworth is the first book to accurately depict murderer Carl Panzram's time at the
federal penitentiary. Presenting archival documents and photographs, a clear view of the events which
transpired during Panzram's time at Leavenworth Penitentiary comes into focus.

Bloody Alphabet 2
Are you a Murderino? Do you enjoy listening to podcasts such as My Favorite Murder, Serial, or
Criminal? Have you watched every Investigation Discovery show and true crime documentary? If this is
you or someone you know, you will love The True Crime Activity Book For Adults. This activity book
was made by a true crime lover for true crime lovers! Test your serial killer knowledge, complete
puzzles, discover new podcasts, books, & documentaries, write out your unsolved theories, plus color in
some of your favorite quotes. Activities Include: Find Out The Name of Your Cult True Crime Road
Trip Boy Scout or Nah? Unsolved Theories True Crime & Chill Coloring Page Serial Killer Quotes
Word Searches True Crime To-Do List Big List of True Crime Podcasts Name That Law And So Much
More! The PERFECT gift for the true-crime obsessed in your life, especially for fans of the My Favorite
Murder podcast. 8.5" x 11" and has 123 Pages

The Serial Killer Coloring Book II
Murderino - Here is a coloring book made for you. Where horror meets reality. An adult coloring book
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This unique coloring book features notorious deviants and blood-thirsty human
monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds. If true-crime podcasts have ever piqued
your curiosity or you find yourself fascinated by the accounts of some of the world's most intriguing
crime stories, you've undoubtedly wished you knew more. Now is your chance to immerse yourself into
their dark, twisted worlds from the safety of your own homes or wherever you feel the most creative.
Meet the murderers up close and personal. Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination
and discover nuances you might not have ever noticed before. In this serial killer coloring book, you'll
find: 40 drawings of infamous serial killers. Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes.
The birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer. Single-sided pages, so you don't have to worry
about bleeding colors. Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that intrigues them in this
book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and serial killer stories. This bonechilling coloring book features illustrations of infamous serial killers such as: Ted Bundy John Wayne
Gacy Jeffrey Dahmer Gary Ridgway David Parker Ray And many more! Pick up your favorite crayons
or coloring pencils and sink your teeth into the world of infamous serial killers today!

Horror and Nightmare Creatures Mosaic Color by Number Dark Fantasy Adult Coloring
Book
Discover some of the world's most infamous killers in perfectly-illustrated detail. People have an
obsession with serial killers, giving them a cult-like following from those with a morbid fascination.
With their crimes going down in history, so many people have tried to get into their minds and discover
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notorious serial killers, depicted with stunning and detailed illustrations for you to color. You'll find: Ted
Bundy Ed Gein Pablo Escobar Charles Manson Genene Jones Terry Nichols Ricard Ramirez Graham
Young The Zodiac Killer And More With single-sided pages to prevent bleed and make tearing out your
favorites easy, as well as high-resolution images, this book is perfect for those with a morbid curiosity of
the monsters who walk among us. Ideal as a gift - or just for yourself - this book puts on show the
world's worst killers in stunning detail, with symbolism to link them to their crimes and weapons of
choice. Buy now to order your copy today!

The Dangerous Alphabet
In their isolated country house, a mother and her two children prepare to wait out a blinding snowstorm.
Two violent predators walk through the door. Nothing will ever be the same.

Penpal
Relax and delve into a world of color by number made just for you! This adult coloring book of horrorfilled images will scare you silly or put your mind at ease (depending on the type of person you are) as
you let your cares slip away and enjoy coloring these nightmarish images. The images in this book
include a wide variety of frightening creatures and horror scenes. Our professional artists will leave you
with breathtaking finished images that you can color, tear out and hang up if you like. You will feel your
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the colors listed, or go ahead and fill the images with your own favorite colors! Each image is printed on
high-quality paper and every drawing is followed by a blank sheet of paper so you never have to worry
about tearing individual images out of the book. You will get: 20 mosaic horror and dark creature
designs and illustrations Single sided pages that are great for framing Premium shiny finish cover design
Large 8.5x11 pages that fit easily into a standard 8.5 x11 frame BONUS color by number pages at the
end from other books! Plenty of space to get wild and free! Enjoy the horror and dark creatures and let
your cares melt away!

BLOODY AMERICA
Who said coloring books were exclusively for children?There are monsters hiding in the darkness, and
yet for some reason, our curiosity and fascination can't help but attract us to them - our minds wishing to
discover their philosophies and our interest growing as we learn more of them.For many of these
murderers, death became more than just a crime: it became an art. An art which they practiced and
enjoyed, like the painting of a portrait, or the coloring of a book just like this one.In The Serial Killer
Coloring Book we shall provide you with:25 of serial killers brought to you in a way you've never seen
them before.High-resolution images which will allow you to fill in the smallest details and achieve the
most realistic results.Single-sided pages, with each image given its own page to save you from worrying
about the colors bleeding through and damaging your next serial killer's image.Very accurate symbolism
to each killer, providing context to their atrocious crimes and creepy stories.The possibility of a fantastic
gift for your friends, family and loved ones who love the True Crime genre.So, what are you waiting
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new way with The Serial Killer Coloring Book.FOR THOSE WITH TYPO-PHOBIA. THE SPELLING
HAS BEEN CORRECTED.The healthy and creative way for those with dark minds to unwind and
express themselves. 25 notorious serial killers for you to spend intimate time coloring. Single-sided
images that are perfect for framing. Fill an entire wall with these disturbing legends. Moderate to
complex in detail. CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN.north pole
serial killernorth pole alaska serial killerseduced by a serial killer life timebiggest serial killer of all
timetinder serial killerdr death Serial Killermass murderer vs serial killerserial killer lana del reymy
brother the serial killertop 10 serial killersserial killer handwritingserial killer coloring bookbest serial
killer podcastrdr2 serial killer cluesaileen serial killersunabomberfirst known serial killeralaska serial
killerNorth Pole - City in AlaskaSeductionAmerican serial killersSerial rapist Serial Killers Adult
Coloring BookColoring bookDetectiveThe Silence of the LambsFOR THOSE WITH TYPOPHOBIA.THE SPELLING HAS BEEN CORRECTED. :) The healthy and creative way for those with
dark minds to unwind and express themselves. 37 notorious serial killers for you to spend intimate time
coloring. Single-sided images that are perfect for framing. Fill an entire wall with these disturbing
legends. Moderate to complex in detail. CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. NOT SUITABLE FOR
CHILDREN."

Inside Alcatraz
A is for Always, that's where we embark . . . Two children, treasure map in hand, and their pet gazelle
sneak past their father, out of their house, and into a world beneath the city, where monsters and pirates
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adventure, piracy, danger, and heroism told in twenty-six alphabetical lines—although even the alphabet
is not to be relied upon here. A delightfully dangerous journey from national bestselling author Neil
Gaiman and the monstrously talented Gris Grimly, The Dangerous Alphabet is sure to captivate and chill
young readers.

Slasher Girls and Monster Boys
It's the world's most twisted quiz book! Featuring 300 killer multiple-choice questions! Do you have the
stomach to endure getting inside the minds of some of the world's most depraved serial killers? Which
TV show did serial killer Rodney Alcala appear on as a contestant? How did the Giggling Granny serial
killer get her strange nickname? What grisly thing was serial killer Peter Bryan cooking when police
broke into his home to arrest him? Which serial killer's final words were, "Kiss my ass"? And who was
the famous filmmaker who once planned to dig up Ed' Gein's mother?! Plus, read the first few chapters
of Killian H. Gore's gruesome serial killer story, The Horror Movie Massacre. It's the must-have book
for fans of true crime! PLEASE BE ADVISED - THIS QUIZ IS NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED

The True Crime Activity Book For Adults
Murderino: The Coloring Book for Fans of the My Favorite Murder Podcast Here's the thing. Calm the
[expletive] down with this off-color coloring book for discerning adults who don't want to be stabbed in
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Karen Kilgariff & Georgia Hardstark (Killhard, if they had a celebrity supercouple name). Color your
way to serenity - or at least some semblance of sanity - with these hand-drawn reflections on homicide.
Enjoy coarse language juxtaposed with scenes from nature, lovely florals, and of course - Elvis the everhungry cat. This 100-page book includes 41+ detailed and delicate hand-drawn illustrations featuring 40
classic quips and witticisms from the MFM Podcast. Images are printed single-sided to help fight color
bleed through. Beautiful velvety matte cover. Just when you thought the My Favorite Murder Podcast
couldn't get any more colorful Product Description 40 quotes from the My Favorite Murder Podcast 41+
Single-sided images to avoid pen, ink, and marker bleed through Convenient 8.5"x8.5" size makes it
easy to take your art on the road Smooth, untextured white paper helps avoid feathering Beautiful matte
paperback cover Warning! (I.E. Red Flag!): Adult language. Because, f*** politeness These are
invaluable tips for living brought to you by The F-Word Murder Mystery Show. Murderinos, unite!
Revel in these black-and-white maxims to live (and not die) by. Sidebar: "Stay sexy, and DON'T GET
MURDERED!"

Down the Hatch
* The spine-chilling second edition of the Amazon bestselling serial killer coloring book! * The Bloody
Alphabet collection is back with 20+ brand-new illustrations of infamous serial killers. Inside this
brilliant collection, you'll uncover 24 fascinating illustrations that bring some of the world's most
horrifying killers to life. From thugs and hardened criminals to cold-blooded, meticulous murderers,
these serial killers come from all walks of life and from across the planet to prove that no matter where
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This stunning collection lets you unleash your inner artist, discovering more

about these disturbing killers through the symbolism lurking in every image. Including their weapons of
choice, as well as how many victims they claimed, this book makes a brilliant way to familiarize
yourself with the monsters that hide among us. Inside, you'll find the portraits of: Robert Lee Yates
Andrew Urdiales Harold Shipman Henry Holmes Edmund Kemper Pedro Lopez Karl Panzram Carl
Eugene Watts And Many More Ideal as a gift - or simply for yourself - this book uses single-sided, largeprint paper to create a unique and enjoyable coloring experience. You can tear out and frame your
favorites, or even experiment with a wide range of pen, pencil, and marker types. Perfect as a way to
satiate your morbid curiosity, or as a way to unlock your inner creativity, the second book in the Bloody
Alphabet series is sure to delight crime fans the world over. Scroll up and buy now to dive into the
twisted world of serial killers today.

Serial Killers Adult Coloring Book
The iconic anthology series of horror tales that's now a feature film! Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark is a
timeless collection of chillingly scary tales and legends, in which folklorist Alvin Schwartz offers up
some of the most alarming tales of horror, dark revenge, and supernatural events of all time. Available
for the first time as an ebook, Stephen Gammell’s artwork from the original Scary Stories to Tell in the
Dark appears in all its spooky glory. Read if you dare! And don't miss More Scary Stories to Tell in the
Dark and Scary Stories 3!
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A chilling stand-alone novel by the acclaimed David Macinnis Gill. This original and sinister spin on
gothic tradition will appeal to fans of Asylum, American Horror Story: Coven, and The Walking Dead.
When a bolt of lightning causes a Boston-wide blackout on her sixteenth birthday, Willow Jane doesn’t
think anything of it—until she begins stopping time, until she comes face-to-face with her menacing
familiar, until her sister disappears. But these aren’t the only strange and horrifying things to come out
of the storm. An ancient witch named the Shadowless has awoken and escaped from her crypt, and she’s
looking for revenge on Willow Jane’s family. From the critically acclaimed author of Black Hole Sun
and Soul Enchilada, this eerie horror story lingers long after its bloody end, and is perfect for fans of
Madeleine Roux, The Ghost Files, and anyone who likes things that go bump in the night.

The Scariest Serial Killers Coloring Book BLOODY ALPHABET
Whether or not you believe in ghosts, you'll be spellbound by these nine supposedly true tales from the
spirit world. Captivating creatures include the Horror of Berkeley Square, a demon that literally scares
people to death, and White House specters of former presidents and first ladies. Suitable for readers of
all ages. Narrated by Anthony Call (Star Trek, The Twilight Zone).

Bloody Alphabet
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incredible real-life criminal cases A fascinating A-Z of murderous crimes

which spans the globe and the centuries in uncovering the extremes of human criminality in all its
strangeness. This collection of unusual, if not sensational, murder cases recalls strange crimes of the past
and offers insights into particularly macabre and shocking modern murders. Many of the cases also shed
light on advances in crime detection, law enforcement and forensic science. Cases include: Krystian
Bala, the Polish writer who killed a rival, and then used the murder as the plot for a novel; Alexander
Pichuskin, who was stopped one short of killing the 64 victims he needed to 'fill a chess board'; John
Lee, 'the man they could not hang' who survived three attempts to execute him; and Adelaide Bartlett,
who was accused of killing her husband with chloroform, but was acquitted because no one could work
out how she had done it - and she wouldn't say.

Danny Devito: an Adult Coloring Book
Children of Blood and Bone
The Ultimate Collection of Serial Killer Trivia for True Crime Fanatics This bloody and completely true
trivia collection will horrify and intrigue readers, with answers to questions like “What was John Wayne
Gacy’s last meal?”, “Which serial killer was captured because of a bloody footprint left on his victim?",
“Who was the FBI agent credited with coining the term 'serial killer'?” and “How was one mass murderer
able to get away with selling his victim’s skeletons to medical students?” Perfect for any murderino, true
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of macabre tales, this fact-packed book quizzes readers on their true crime
knowledge and offers fascinating stories of well-known murderers as well as lesser-known, but just as
nefarious, killers. You’ll be surprised at how many fascinating tidbits you’ll learn about the world’s
most cold-blooded and dangerous people.

Serial Killer Coloring Book
Down the Hatch: A coloring book for fans of the And That's Why We Drink podcast. Don't worry;
you're not seeing double (at least not yet). It's pages of patterned prints positively steeped in spirits - of
both the liquid and paranormal variety. This book is for all those barstool detectives who prefer their
drinks shakenand disturbed. Fans of the And That's Why We Drink podcast: sip back and relax. Join
hosts Em and Christine while you enjoy a bit of the hair of the dog that bit you - in this case, Gio (he's so
handsome!) For anyone who could use a stiff drink, milkshake, cuppa joe, or just a bit of time to reflect
on the dayand the reasons they drink. Drown your caffeine-fueled anxieties with calming meditation.
Just pick your poison, grab some crayons, and imbibe the wisdom of ATWWD with 41 classic quotes
and hilarious quips to color (did you think the podcast could get any more colorful?) Images are printed
single-sided to help fight color bleed through. Beautiful velvety matte cover. From the author of
Murderino: A coloring book for fans of the My Favorite Murder podcast. It's true crime coloring time
with the ghost story murder situation show. Product Description 40 quotes from the And That's Why We
Drink podcast 41+ Single-sided patterned images to avoid pen, ink, and marker bleed through
Convenient 8.5"x8.5" size makes it easy to take your art on the road Smooth, untextured white paper
helps avoid feathering Beautiful matte paperback cover Warning! Adult language. Let's crack into it!
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Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders
beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night
magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother
and her people without hope.

Murderino
This is the ultimate coloring book for serial killer fanatics and true crime fans. Discovery your favorite
serial killer in a totally unique and engaging way.

The Man in the Monster
DANNY DEVITO: AN ADULT COLORING BOOK: A Danny DeVito Coloring Book For Adults *An
awesome unofficial Danny DeVito-inspired, biographical coloring book *Perfect for relaxation and
stress relief *2 copies of each image, for two chances to color! *Rad original designs, from Scribble
Press!

The Deep
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and hilarious deep-dive review of history’s most notorious and cold-blooded

serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning Last Podcast on the Left Since its first show in
2010, The Last Podcast on the Left has barreled headlong into all things horror, as hosts Henry
Zebrowski, Ben Kissel, and Marcus Parks cover subjects spanning Jeffrey Dahmer, werewolves,
Jonestown, and supernatural phenomena. Deeply researched but with a morbidly humorous bent, the
podcast has earned a dedicated and aptly cultlike following for its unique take on all things macabre. In
their first book, the guys take a deep dive into history’s most infamous serial killers, from Ted Bundy to
John Wayne Gacy, exploring their origin stories, haunting habits, and perverse predilections. Featuring
newly developed content alongside updated fan favorites, each profile is an exhaustive examination of
the darker side of human existence. With appropriately creepy four-color illustrations throughout and a
gift-worthy paper over board format, The Last Book on the Left will satisfy the bloodlust of readers
everywhere.

Serial Killer Trivia
24 pages of fun coloring books completely unique for children aged 4-8!Funny books are fun to color
because they have such magical, interesting lives! They meet the princess, dragon and mermaid. They
visit enchanting castles and forests, fly through stars and rainbow skies and even curl up in Sweet Candy
Land! Share the joy and magic of a unicorn with a special child! This coloring book is a great nonscreen activity to stimulate your child's creativity and imagination. It makes a perfect gift!About this
hilarious coloring book:* Contains 24 completely unique coloring pages. There are NO duplicated
images in this book. The problem is that the image is smeared so we will leave 1 page and print 1 page
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12 pages
will be clean.* The page is one side to avoid bleeding, and so the page can

be removed and displayed without losing the image on the back.* We have carefully designed each page
to entertain and be suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years old. We have avoided overly complicated
designs as well as very simple designs. We believe that children of this age like to color hilarious scenes
that arouse their imagination, not a simple book of shapes.* Big, beautiful 8.5x11 pages.Magic funny
coloring book

The Serial Killer Cookbook
Now in mass-market paperback from the national bestselling author of The Troop—which Stephen King
raved “scared the hell out of me and I couldn’t put it down.…old-school horror at its best”—an utterly
terrifying novel that pits the mysteries of The Abyss against the horrors of The Shining. A strange
plague called the ’Gets is decimating humanity on a global scale. It causes people to forget—small things
at first, like where they left their keys…then the not-so-small things like how to drive, or the letters of the
alphabet. Then their bodies forget how to function involuntarily…and there is no cure. But now, far below
the surface of the Pacific Ocean, deep in the Mariana Trench, an heretofore unknown substance hailed as
“ambrosia”’—a universal healer, from initial reports—has been discovered. It may just be the key to
eradicating the ’Gets. In order to study this phenomenon, a special research lab, the Trieste, has been
built eight miles under the sea’s surface. But when the station goes incommunicado, a brave few
descend through the lightless fathoms in hopes of unraveling the mysteries lurking at those crushing
depths…and perhaps to encounter an evil blacker than anything one could possibly imagine. “Fans of
unflinching bleakness and all-out horror will love this novel….Each new shock is freshly disturbing”
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Ghosts
All 26 fiendish tales from the bestselling series, A-Z of Horror, by Iain Rob Wright. From
neighbourhood yetis to military robots, this terrifying collection has it all and will leave you sleeping
with the lights on! Collection includes 1. A is for Antichrist 2. B is for Bogeywoman 3. C is for Clown
4. D is for Detour (Guest story by Jacob Rayne) 5. E is for Exterminator 6. F is for Feral 7. G is for
Genome 8. H is for Hell 9. I is for Ice 10. J is for Jaws 11. K is for Klutz 12. L is for Lamia 13. M is for
Matty-Bob 14. N is for Nightmare 15. O is for Orifice 16. P is for Peeling 17. Q is for Quarantine 18. R
is for Revenant 19. S is of Sand 20. T is for Troglodyte 21. U is for Urinary Tract 22. V is for Vulgar
(Offensive!) 23. W is for Waste 24. X is for X-22 25. Y is for Yeti 26. Z - Zion Bonus Content *
Daddy's Girl, by Andrew Lennon * The Dead Have Feelings Too, by Craig Saunders * Stag Night, by
Matt Hickman

50 Shades of Purple
Haunted is a novel made up of twenty-three horrifying, hilarious, and stomach-churning stories. They’re
told by people who have answered an ad for a writer’s retreat and unwittingly joined a “Survivor”-like
scenario where the host withholds heat, power, and food. As the storytellers grow more desperate, their
tales become more extreme, and they ruthlessly plot to make themselves the hero of the reality show that
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their plight. This is one of the most disturbing and outrageous books you’ll
ever read, one that could only come from the mind of Chuck Palahniuk.
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